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The longevity of 
composite resin 

restorations made in 
general practice 
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An evidence-based critical apraisal 
approach

1. How many reports with focus 
on longevity of composite resin 
restorations can be identified?
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N=225

n=6728
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# Studies on composite resin longevity 
Pubmed/Medline 

6728
681

681

Total
Trials

Trials

681

55

Total
GP
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An evidence-based critical apraisal 
approach

1. How many reports related to the topic can be 
identified?

2. How are these approx. 6700 
reports  characterized on the basis 
of their study design?

How many reports are included 
within each category?
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Strength of evidence 
Longevity of composite resin restorations in general 
practice settings

4: Opinions, descriptive studies, 
narrative reports, etc.

6700

3: Laboratory evidence
2: Clinical evidence

1: Systematic reviews
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N=225

n=31
N.B
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AIM: 

Determine longevity 
of different dental 

restoration materials 
& 

address cost-
effectiveness

337 page report

1999.
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Br Dent J 1999;167: 432-9.
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AIM: Review all 
factors that may 
affect the quality of 
a dental restoration

298 references

Int Dent J 2001; 51: 117-158
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What is 
our principal clinical 
question/problem?
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1. Which 
material group 
perform best?

2. Which 
product within 
the material 
group performs 
best? 
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e.g. what is the best intervention? 
i.e a question of therapy. 

Study requirements:

• Random allocation of the participants to 
the alternative interventions

• Outcome measures of known or 
probably clinical importance for at least 
80 per cent of participants who entered 
the investigation

• A statistical analysis consistent with the 
study design.
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How long will these restorations last?
(At what stage is more benefit than 
harm done by replacing them?)
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• An inception cohort of persons, all 
initially free of the outcome of interest 

• Follow-up of at least 80 per cent of 
patients until the occurrence of either a 
major study criteria or the end of the 
study

• A statistical analysis consistent with the 
study design.

e.g. what will ensue the intervention?... 
i.e a question of prognosis 

Study requirements:
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……or any other questions regarding implementing or any other questions regarding implementing (new)(new)

interventions:interventions:
 Qualitative 

research 
Survey Case 

Control 
Cohort RCT Non-

exper 
Systematic 

review 

Effectiveness  
Does it work?         
Process of intervention 
delivery  
How does it work? 

       

Salience  
Does it matter? 

       
Safety  
Will it do more good than 
harm? 

       

Acceptability  
Will the patient accept the 
intervention? 

       

Cost effectiveness  
Is it worth paying for the 
intervention? 

       

Appropriateness  
Is this the right intervention for 
this patient? 

       

Satisfaction with the 
intervention  
Are users, providers and other 
stakeholders satisfied? 
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An evidence-based critical apraisal 
approach
1. How many reports related to the topic can be 

identified?
2. How can these reports be characterized on the 

basis of study design? How many reports are 
included within each category?

3. What is the methodological 
scientific quality of these reports? 
How many reports can be 
excluded within each category 
due to questionable validity?
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14000 papers -> 5675 studies

652 studies

253 studies

195 studies
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3: Other clinical trials (e.g. 
retrospective, cross-sectional, etc.) 

>30005: Opinions, descriptive studies, 
reports, etc.

~20004: Experimental (laboratory) studies

321*2b: Prospective cohort studies
~202a: RCTs
~201: Systematic reviews

*<5yrs:   65%,   5-10yrs: 25%,   >10yrs:  10%

Strength of the evidence: 
Longevity of composite resin restorations
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3: Other clinical trials (e.g. 
retrospective, cross-sectional, etc.) 

>30005: Opinions, descriptive studies, 
reports, etc.

~20004: Experimental (laboratory) studies

321*2b: Prospective cohort studies
~202a: RCTs
~201: Systematic reviews

*<5yrs:   65%,   5-10yrs: 25%,   >10yrs:  10%

Strength of the evidence: 
Longevity of composite resin restorations in 
general practice settings
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An evidence-based critical apraisal 
approach

1. How many reports related to the topic can be identified?
2. How can these reports be characterized on the basis of 

study design? How many reports are included within 
each category?

3. What is the methodological scientific quality of these 
reports? How many reports can be excluded within each 
category due to questionable validity?

4. How can the most relevant trials be 
described in terms of participants-
interventions- observation period and 
outcome measures 
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Selected trials
ResultsOutcomesInterventionsParticipantsMethodsStudy
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An evidence-based critical apraisal 
approach

1. How many reports related to the topic can be identified?
2. How can these reports be characterized on the basis of study 

design? How many reports are included within each category?
3. What is the methodological scientific quality of these reports? How 

many reports can be excluded within each category due to 
questionable validity?

4. How can the reports be described?

5. Which conclusions and implications 
can be drawn from the present 
science foundation?
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1. A large volume of the literature consists of 
narrative reviews

2. Extrapolation from laboratory data is often used 
uncritically

3. Many clinical studies are not appropriately 
designed to demonstrate clinical superiority 
and/or for survival estimations

4. Most RCTs are small and underpowered 
5. Majority of clinical studies use surrogate 

outcomes and not patient-focused criteria
6. Most clinical trials studies are done in secondary 

settings- not reallife dentistry

Strength of the evidence: 
Longevity of composite resin restorations in general 
practice settings
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An evidence-based critical apraisal 
approach

1. How many reports related to the topic can be identified?
2. How can these reports be characterized on the basis of study 

design? How many reports are included within each category?
3. What is the methodological scientific quality of these reports? 

How many reports can be excluded within each category due to 
questionable validity?

4. How can the reports be described?
5. Which conclusions and implications can be drawn from the 

present science foundation? 

6. Which questions have not been 
answered by these studies? 
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Static stresses
Compressive (crushing) strength, 1h & 24 h

Tensile strength, 15 min. 
Transverse strength, 1h & 24 h
(Flexure/bending/modulus of rupture) 
Modulus of elasticity (Young's Modulus) 
Shear modulus 

Dynamic tests
Compressive modulus
Tensile modulus
Bending modulus
Resilience
Fatigue
Fracture toughness

Laboratory tests - clinical relevance? 1/2
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Other defined tests
Flow (Creep) 3-24 h 
Dimensional change 5 min -24 h
(Polymerization/setting contraction/expansion)
Hardness
Thermal Expansion Coefficient
Water solubility
Water sorption

Other undefined tests
Abrasion resistance (Wear)
Adhesion 

Color stability
Surface roughness
Margin leakage

Laboratory data - clinical relevance? 2/2
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The USPHS system – a surrogate measure 
or still of relevance?

e.g. color match
Test: Visual inspection at 45 cm without mirror on anterior restorations:
Alfa: Restoration matches adjacent tooth structure in color,

shade and/or translucency
Bravo:Mismatch in color and/or translucency is within

normal range of color, shade and/or translucency
Charlie: Mismatch in color and/or translucency is outside

normal range of color, shade and/or translucency
(Oscar: Restoration cannot 
be seen without mirror)

(Cvar & Ryge, 1973)
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Manufacturers and society have 
different interests:
What is the potential of a new 

or modified material?
i.e. all variables must be controlled to 

avoid confounding
How do different materials 

perform in practice?
When will society become interested?
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Thank you 
for your

kind 
attention
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